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Hello PPS Members,
President - Tracy Ference

PPS started this year with tons of fun and engaging events for our

Vice President - Laurie Basham

members. Take a look through the newsletter for workshops and

Secretary - Deb Ashton

demos to participate. The January demo with Laura Pollack was
well attended and workshop participants got great feedback from

Treasurer - Eileen Wilhem

Laura to strengthen their composition and make their paintings pop!

Statewide Exhibit Chair - TBD

Remember you can send in your current projects and news at any

Exhibit Chair - Ginny Stocker

time. The newsletter publishes every other month. Time sensitive
material should be sent in near the upcoming publication date.

Program Chair - Deborah Brown

-Scarlett Fleming
PPS Newsletter

Webmaster - TBD
Hospitality & Raffles - Carmen
Davidson
Newsletter - Scarlett Fleming

Click Here!
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The Piedmont Pastel Society, Charlotte, NC is a non-profit organization
established in 2007. Our goal is to promote and provide educational opportunities
for our members; to enhance community awareness and appreciation of the value
and beauty of soft pastels; and to connect individual artists in our region.
Members experience a creative environment for learning and sharing in art
demonstrations, membership exhibitions, plein air outings, and workshops. Our
programs and socials provide channels for networking, communication, and
friendship.
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Be sure to enter your work on the FB page:
Piedmont Pastel Society Page

(more info below)

January - Winter Landscap
Kathy Pruitt, “Morning Star

December-Your Choic
Anthony Hedrick, “Untitled”

The 10th-25th of each month!
FEBRUARY'S FACEBOOK RAFFLE
THEME IS TREES
MARCH'S THEME IS STILL LIFE.
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MARK YOUR CALENDARS
REGISTRATION IS
NOW OPEN
February 20th: Zoom demo
with Ginny Stocker

March 20th: Zoom demo with Christine Swan
March 24th & 26th Workshop with Christine Swan
April 17th: Zoom demo with Barbara Jaenecki
May 22nd: Zoom demo with Miriam Durki
June 19th: Zoom demo with Terrily
We are excited to let you
know that registration is
now open for Christine
Swann's Zoom demo and 2day workshop. Links can
be found after the
description below (pages 6
& 7). We hope to "see" you
all there!!!

Piedmont Pastel Society FBPage
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PPS News

PPS Board Meeting
PPS BOARD MEETING JANUARY 6, 2021

FB Monthly Raffle - Runs 10th to 25th each month –

Attendees: Tracy, Deb A, Ginny, Cammie, Carmen,

Cammie

Scarlett, Eileen, Laurie Absent: Deb B

o Continue Monthly Raffle. Good participation. People

Call to Order – 7:03 pm

get to post their work. o Monthly raffle – gift certificate

Welcome and Introductions – Tracy

Monthly Raffle and Anne Strutz Challenge – try with

Approval of and November Board Minutes – Deb A

both for 3 months and then review o Motion by Eileen

Motion by Eileen, Second by Carmen

o Second by Laurie o All in favor

Treasurer report – Eileen

Programs

People are renewing

Laura Pollak Workshop – Eileen

Eileen to archive IAPS

12 signed up for workshop; 26 for demo

Review of Member Show & Tell PLUS overview of the

Eileen to send out reminder

questionnaire – Ginny

Laura wants workshop attendee email for

Questionnaire

communication beforehand for workshop

o Not many received but feedback was positive

Book Raffle for workshop attendees

Member Show

Laurie has agreed to help with Programs while Deb B is

o 2020 Show and Tell 2 mins each – good turnout

out

o Cornwell Center – recreational side closed for

Something each month – get Jan/Feb/Mar on the

pandemic – Ginny to call to

website

confirm possibly hold there in Oct

Ginny to email list of requested artists to Laurie

o Another venue in Charlotte – McDowell Gallery? Tracy

July – Plein Air – move to fall or spring – Mar/Apr/May/

to make first contact and Ginny to follow up

Oct/Nov better for plein air

o Susan K – lined up for 2021 fall show - $225 3 day;

Summer – demos

$200 demo; $150 jury show

Oct – Member Show

Min/max number of people

PPS Workshops/Demos on 3rd Saturday of the month

She’s on west coast – ZOOM workshop/show

PSNC and APS are typically on 2nd Saturday of the

Statewide Show

month

o PSNC – Statewide Jun 2021 – live show but ZOOM

Future Board Meeting Dates (Conference Calls)

reception

7-8:30pm Feb 24?

Ginny review of the FB challenge with Anne Strutz

Adjournment at 8:09pm

FB Monthly Challenge – Ginny and Anne

Respectfully submitted,

o Ginny and Anne to discuss challenge for each month

Deb Ashton Secretary

tomorrow o Raffle prize

Click here!
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2021 North Carolina Statewide Pastel Exhibition
On Common Ground: From the Mountains to the
Sea
June 1-30, 2021

PPS News

The North Carolina Statewide Juried Pastel Exhibition is a
collaboration of three pastel societies: The Appalachian Pastel
Society (APS), the Pastel Society of North Carolina (PSNC) and the
Piedmont Pastel Society (PPS). Our mission is to inspire artists,
enhance the public’s appreciation for the lasting value and beauty
of the medium of soft pastels, and establish North Carolina as an
emerging cultural market. The 2021 show is hosted by the Pastel
Society of North Carolina. The exhibition this year will be held at
Bev’s Fine Art in Raleigh, NC.

2021
Statewide
Pastel
Exhibition
Prospectus
Link
NCNC
Statewide
Juried
Pastel
Exhibition
Prospectus

Click here!
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PPS Demo

Please join us
for our next
Zoom demo
featuring Ginny
Stocker on
February 20th,
10:00AM 12:00PM.

Register Here!

Click here!
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Christine Swann’s Demo Here

Click here!
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Christine Swann’s Workshop Here
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Photo Local Colo Compliments Different Palett
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Participants joined in Laura’s signature
exercises during the workshop. Then
Laura offered feedback and suggestions
to each student. It was a lively and
informative
workshop. This
Student work
mini-workshop
courtesy Scarlett
Fleming
was just a sample of her threeday workshops
available through her
website:
http://laurapollak.com/
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In an effort to connect PPS members and expand our networks, we are asking our members to tell us a little bit about themselves. We
hope to include as many members as are willing to share. A few sentences about yourself and a couple of favorite works can be sent
to scarlett@scarlettfleming.com .)

Rita Kirkman
Paint Daily and Paint Small
by Rita Kirkman, PSA, IAPS/EP
Most professional artists will know that the only
way to improve painting skills is to paint. And
paint, and paint, and paint! The easiest way to
paint a lot and finish paintings quicker is to paint
small. It just makes sense. I even have a blog
post of reasons to paint small!
http://ritakirkmanjournal.blogspot.com2014/06/
why-paint-small.html
Also, an interesting thing happens when one chooses a particular subject to work into a
series and paints hundreds of them. Over time, the painting (process) becomes less
about the subject and more about technique. When one becomes so familiar with a
subject, the subject itself becomes unimportant and the artist becomes freer to
experiment with artistic elements such as composition, color, light, value, etc. For me,
THIS is when the artist truly improves his or her craft.
A big part of the Daily Painting effort is daily posting online! I've found that the

Click here!
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Meet PPS Members (cont.)
blog posting and social media marketing have been a gold mine,
not just for sales, but for promotion of my public identity as an
artist. Plein Air Magazine publisher and marketing guru Eric
Rhodes says "You can be the greatest artist in the world, but no
one will know it unless you tell them!" (and show off your work)
Also, I've made friends and contacts throughout the art world
from posting frequently and becoming recognized on social
media.
As far as subjects go, simple is better. Mine are usually singlesubject portraits (animal or human) or simple landscape
compositions, something that might break down in a thumbnail
sketch to 3 or 4 basic shapes. (Honestly, this is a good rule for
paintings of all sizes!)
The most important piece of advice for anyone wanting to become (or at least work towards
becoming) a Daily Painter is what another artist (Sara Eyestone) told us in her "Business of Art"
workshop which is "First you have to do the work." Meaning, you must carve out the time each
day or each week or whenever you can, to paint (or draw or however you do your art.) She told us
to write down everything that is immovable (job, school,
appts, etc etc) and then put "studio" or "painting time" in
everywhere else. Actually write it down, and stick to it like
a job! It will be difficult, and you'll miss a lot of days, but
when you do it it feels so GOOD! That's the main thing
I've learned in my process of the last 5 years increasing
my painting time, is that painting where the joy is! There's
a lot more involved with making a career out of art, but
first, FIRST, one must create the art!

Click here!
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Betsy Payne Cook's pastel painting "Safe Keeping" 12 x 24 was accepted into
the Cape Cod Museum of Art's juried exhibit "Changing Tide" which is on
display until March 14th.
To view virtual show please visit https://www.ccmoa.org/changing-tide
Betsy's online pastel
classes are
hosted by
two
centers on
Cape Cod
MA
Falmouth
Art Center
continues
with the
ongoing class theme of "Light in the Landscape" incorporating traditional,
contemporary and experimental pastel techniques, exploring the changing
light of the seasons through daytime and night scenes.
Next 6-week session begins on February 17th
https://falmouthart.org/product/online-class-a-painters-class/
Cultural Center of Cape Cod class themes change monthly, always beginning
on the first Tuesday of the month.
March theme "Figures in the Landscape" feature people and animals to
enhance your landscape paintings paintings. https://
culturalcenter.z2systems.com/np/clients/culturalcenter/event.jsp?
event=6529
April theme is "Fooling Around with the Masters" taking a spin by reimagining paintings from historical art masters - CCenter will post the link
in February.

Click here!
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On My Easel

This is a pastel of
a special tree in
Yosemite a
favorite of my
nephew, a
firefighter who
helped with the
forest fires of
California.
Unfortunately, the
chemicals in this
profession can
lead to
catastrophe and
we lost Alex at 38
to a brain tumor.
There are so
many people putting their lives on the line to save our
environment
Jay DeCheser
Artist Webpage: http://JAYDECHESERE-artstudio.com
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Click here!
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Keep sharing...

Here is the link to use.

When

you get there click on join.

You

will then be accepted and can
begin to post. Patience, please,
as it will only be checked a couple
of times a day.

*DON’T FORGET - We have an Artist Resource page on our website noting free
instruction videos and activities.

Click here!
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Painting the Landscape in Pastel - Albert Handell and Anita Louise Wes

Book Review

I ran across Painting the Landscape in Pastel by Albert Handell and Anita
Louise West on Amazon after seeing an ad for a workshop in Pastel
Magazine. I'm glad I did. The book is written in first person through the
voice of Handell. Albert Handell communicates in plain language. His
ideas are presented simply and carefully. I wonder if some authors
speak more plainly or if concepts are finally beginning to develop in my
mind. It feels as though the language used here is the clearest thus far in
my studies. Certainly, one can appreciate the craft a lifetime of study
affords...
For example, the section on “Composing your picture" I found
especially helpful: How to approach the blank canvas. The effect of
horizon placement on depth. Handell speaks of using pattern to
express realism, depth and movement. Using picture planes to establish
a pleasing arrangement. He shares this information in a way that isn't condescending nor presumptuous.
Handell doesn't assume you understand these concepts yet conveys his ideas like a mentor who likes his
student whom he believes is capable of grasping theoretical philosophies of creating.
As a landscape painter, I feel he is someone I would enjoy meeting and want to absorb as much
knowledge from as possible. I have reread several passages multiple times because I know there is
wisdom if I can just comprehend. The captions on the illustrations actually further exemplify the text,
making abstract concepts much more relatable and understandable. He manages to put into words what
you are seeing on the canvas in such a way as to make sense of the decisions that led to a successful
composition. A brown blob of a mountain captivates, as only work of a true master could. In Taos Casita,
pg. 74, with minimal strokes he creates a vision that invites closer inspection. There is no detail yet it is
somehow rich with detail.
Handell is a humble artist with a natural talent who has learned by studying and doing. I hope I get to
meet him one day. He offers to answer questions through his blog and is incredibly generous with his
hard-earned expertise. His book is a valuable addition to an artist's library but especially so for the
pastel landscape painter. It is worth a close read and possibly a second or third read, as well. Other
books by Albert Handell include Intuitive Composition, Intuitive Light, Oil Painting Workshop, and Pastel
Painting Workshop. Handell is truly an old school master in our own time. He studied at the Art
Students League in NY and it shows. This book was published in 2000 and it is still quite relevant. Born
in 1937, Handell still leads workshops and offers visits to his studio.
There is the sense that Handell is speaking simply and directly because he wants to pass on wisdom that
could be lost. Albert Handell is an artist I very much admire who seems to care that his reader learn the
concepts he shares. An accomplished artist might feel the examples are too basic or the language too
elementary. On the otherhand, who wouldn’t benefit from new clarity in the description of simple
compositions and the ways they work to create a strong painting. This is a book I know I will refer to
and reread often
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